The repetitive-analog-computer Monte-Carlo method, originally developed by Hall, Van der Velde, and others at MIT, has come of age with the advent of fast hybrid analog-digital computer systems which permit very convenient digital accumulation of statistics taken over thousands of fast analog-computer runs (figure 1). The resultant hybrid-computer Monte-Carlo method is, for practical purposes, the only method for studies of really complex nonlinear dynamic systems with random inputs, initial conditions, or parameters. It is interesting to note that hybrid-computer averaging operations usually require relatively few bits in the analog-to-digital converters, since quantization errors tend to average out.40,41 Another interesting development is the use of hybrid analog-digital pseudo-random-noise generators (shift-register sequence generators) instead of random-noise generators.8,12,41 It is the purpose of this report to scan special computing methods and applications destined to increase the importance of hybrid-computer random-process simulation. Hybrid-computer circuits really suitable for fast statistical computation are still relatively new (section 2), promising techniques are as yet untried, and many existing results are derived from feasibility studies rather than from actual long-term computing experience. A number of interesting problems invite further theoretical and experimental research.
The 50-cps to 1,000-cps iteration rates of modern iterative differential analyzers can generate large statistical samples quickly, but intuitive interpretation by a human operator, as well as automatic crossplotting and optimization of statistics, places a premium on still faster computation. Hence, we should like to make sample sizes as small as practical for acceptable statistical errors and confidence levels.
Sample-size reduction is, of course, doubly important if computing accuracy requires slower analog and/or digital computation. Theoretical prediction of estimate variances, and thus of sample-size requirements, is practically impossible in most applications, so that we recommend following the example of classical statisticians in estimating sample variances or other measures of dispersion concurrently with estimate computation. We can, then, form an idea of the confidence levels corresponding to given accuracy requirements; we may, in fact, terminate data accumulation when a certain confidence level is reached (sequential estimation, sections 3 and 4). An additional possibility, also derived from classical experiment-design methods, is the reduction of estimate variances through the use of &dquo;doctored&dquo; samples designed to represent the ideal theoretical ensemble more accurately than a sample picked truly at random (section 5). 2. Fast analog-hybrid computation. The ASTRAC II System. 1-20,39 Every analog computer capable of repetitive operation can be adapted to statistical computations. But very high computing speed is desirable. The essential reason for ultrafast computation is not just the sheer mass of statistical data required, but the intuitive insight we gain by realizing the effects of system and parameter changes on statistics almost instantaneously. To simulate a dynamical system, say a control system, one thousand times per second, we must solve one to 20 linear or nonlinear differential equations once every millisecond and then reset the analog computer for the following run within 10 to 100 ,sex. We require not only analog computing elements (summers, integrators, multipliers, etc.) capable of operating on 1to 100-Kc signals with acceptable errors, but also integrator, track-hold, and analog-comparator timing within 20 to 100 nsec.
To meet such specifications, the University of Arizona's ASTRAC II iterative differential analyzer (figure 2)* employs +10v transistor ampl;fiers with a unity-gain bandwidth beyond 20 Mc and extremely low computing impedances. Summing-resistor values are 5K and 1 K, as compared to the 1 M and 100K resistors employed in &dquo;slow&dquo; analog computers. In addition, all amplifiers, multipliers, etc. are plugged directly into the rear of a shielded patchbay, while diode-function-generator networks plug into the storable problem boards. This system eliminates signal-wiring capacitances and crosstalk. datal5,18-20 ASTRAC II employs digital circuits for iteration control and statistics accumulation. Integrator and track-hold mode control, comparator outputs, analog switches, and free logic elements are terminated in a control patchbay. A digital control panel permits the operator to control repetition rate, computer-run length, readout timing, and sample sizes for statistical computations.10,39 A resettable 25-bit shift-register pseudo-random-noise generator 12 can produce up to four digital or analog outputs and has its own small patchbay with removable patchboards. Another small patchbay controls a packaged parameter optimizer with a variety of optimization strategies (see also section 7).
ASTRAC II also has built-in analog/digital circuits for computing averages, mean squares and probability estimates, but the ideal way to process statistical data obtained from fast analog-computer experiments is with a small stored-program digital computer in the $10-20,000-class (e.g., Digital Equipment Corporation PDP 8 or Computer Control Corporation DDP116), as shown in figure 3 . Digital programs are conveniently stored on punched tape. Digital data processing not only yields several estimates (e.g., mean value, mean square, and amplitude distribution) from each sample, but also permits more sophisticated methods of sequential estimation (section 3). Since sampling, data conversion, and digital operations repeat only once or twice per analog-computer run, there are no stringent speed requirements on linkage and digital computer. The resulting hybrid system is a much happier (and less expensive) combination than those now commonly employed for combined analog-digital simulation. n over a random sample ef, 2f, ... , nf) obtained in n computer runs. To gauge the sample size n required for a given accuracy and confidence level,38 let us assume that the random variable f is at least approximately Gaussian; if necessary, we will further approximate this condition by preaveraging (section 4). For a normal (Gaussian) random sample, symmetrical confidence limits f + d for E(f) are defined by~8 where t1-C//2 is found from a t-distribution table with n -1 1 degrees of freedom for each given confidence level 1 -a. To obtain either the half-width d of a confidence interval for given a or the confidence level 1 -« for a given acceptable error d, we must measure the sample variance (~&horbar;F)~ the sample standard deviation v(f -f)2, or, if this is easier, the sample mean absolute deviation f -f concurrently with the sample average ~; note that for normal random samples, so that it may be permissible to employ the approximate relation for n ) 30. Confidence-interval estimation need not be accurate, since d is usually at most a few percent of the sample range.
For a preset sample size n, equation (1) permits us to compute and display either d or ~~ from measured values of (f -T )2 or If -fl. Figure 4a shows the circuit of a simple &dquo;confidence-interval meter,&dquo; which may be considered as an accessory for a sample-averaging computer. A more sophisticated approach is to compute the sample variance (f -f)2 for each successive value of n (or, say, for every 10th n), and to terminate data-taking as soon as for preset values of d and a (sequential estimation).
Sequential estimation is most convenient with a digital statistics computer. Computation of ._ ~ ... z can utilize the recurrence relations
We note that fixed-point computation of f=1/R n 2 If or with small 12or 16-bit digital computers k--1 will, in any case, require n divisions by n (or rescaling) to prevent accumulator overloads, so that the formula (6) does not add much extra cost or computing time.
Continuous analog computation of the finite-time averages t is similarly obtainable through solution of the differential equations for <f(t) >t and s2(t). Division by t=0 can be implemented by a steepest-descent division loop,39 or computation can be started at t = t1 with the initial conditions < f(t) > t1 = f(t1), S2(t,)==O; the resulting error will be small for t1 < < t.
(b) Probability measurements Confidence intervals for probability measurements from random samples are easily derived from the binomial distribution. For given sample size n and confidence level 1a, the confidence-interval width for the unknown probability is a function of the estimate (statistical relative frequency) itself.42 Sequential estimation of probabilities is, again, conveniently implemented with a small digital computer; figure 4b shows a simple analog confidence-interval meter suitable for use with hybrid-computer amplitudedistribution analyzers.
4. Pre-averaging methods Confidence-interval measurements and sequential estimation based on the assumption of approximately Gaussian data become much more generally applicable if averages over a random sample If, 2f, ... , nf are computed as samples over &dquo;pre-averages,&dquo; i.e. very often becomes a useful approximation to a normal sample of size n/m; m=8 has proved to be a practical choice.21 Note that pre-averaging in accordance with equation_ (9) will not affect the value of our sample average f, but will change the sample size together with the sample variance or other dispersion measures used for confidence-level estimation (see also the note at the end of this article).
Computation of pre-averages and dispersion measures is, again, most conveniently accomplished if a stored-program digital computer is available for data processing. As an alternative, the track-hold circuits used for random-process sampling in hybrid computers can implement pre-averaging (track-hold accumulator, reference 39).
Variance reduction by special sampling techniques
In principle, every Monte-Carlo computation may be considered as the estimation of a suitable integral by a random-sample average _ where (xv X2' ... , XN) is a (generally multidimensional, N > 1) random variable with known distribution function P(xl, X2, ... , xN); for random-process studies involving, say a flat-spectrum noise input of bandwidth B for T seconds, N can be of the order of 2BT.
For simplicity, we shall base the following discussion on Monte-Carlo estimation of the one-dimensional integral although we would, most probably, employ Monte-Carlo computation in the one-dimensional case only if we required direct simulation for a partial system test, or to gain intuitive insight. Note that each calculation of fix) may involve solution of differential equations.
The variance of our estimate (13) of (12) on the basis of a random sample, (lX, 2X, ... , nx) is so that the rms fkuctuation decreases only as 1/Bln with increasing n. The estimate variance is due to the random fluctuation in the distribution of different samples (IX, 2x, ... , nx). We will now attempt to &dquo;doc-tor&dquo; the sample (lx, 2X, ... , nx) so as to reduce these fluctuations, while still preserving the relation i.e., without biasing our estimate. Figure 4b -Analog computation of confidence-interval width for probabilities estimated from a dual-slicer output f(t). The confidence-interval-meter reading is proportional to a function of Gf(t)/~WP.
(a) Stratified sampling27
We divide the range of the random variable x into a number of suitably chosen class intervals ~~_1 < x < ~, and agree to fix the number n~ of otherwise independent sample values kX = iXj (/'==1,2,...,n~) falling into the i t & d q u o ; class interval. Assuming a priori knowledge of the probabilities P~= Prob [~~_1 < x < ~) = P(~i) -P(ij-1) (16) associated with our class intervals (e.g., on the basis of symmetry, uniform distribution, etc.), we can employ the stratified-sample average as an unbiased estimate of I, with
Note that repeated stratified samples will differ only within class intervals. The variance (18) can be smaller than the random-sample variance Varf F(x-) )In with nii=2r!, if a priori information permits a favi orable choice of the ~j and nj&dquo; In principle, it would be best to choose class intervals for equal variances P, P, and then to assign the theoretically correct number of samples to each class interval, i.e., nj=nPj (19b) In this ideal case, we should have the relatively small estimate variance As the class intervals are decreased, the stratifiedsampling techniques will produce results analogous to that of an integration formula, but ordinarily the class intervals are larger; practical applications are usually multidimensional, so that simple symmetry relations may yield favorable class intervals.
(b) Use of correlated samples26,27
If individual sample values kx are not statistically independent (as they would be in a true random sample), the expression (14) for our estimate variance is replaced by , , Judiciously introduced negative correlation between selected sample-value pairs ix, 'x will produce negative covariance terms in equation (21) and may reduce the variance well below the random-sample variance Var { f(x) }/n without biasing the estimate.
As a simple example,27 let x be uniformly distributed between x=0 and x=1, and let f(x) be the monotonic function (e' -1)/(e -1). We design our sample so that n is even, and 2x=1lx, 4x=1 -3x, ... , nx= 1 -n-Ix, with sample values otherwise independent. Since f(x) and f(1 -x) are negatively correlated, we find .. so that the rms fluctuation is reduced by a factor of about 5~6. In addition, the correlated sample requires us to generate fewer random numbers. More interesting applications are, again, to multidimensional problems.27 Note that stratified sampling, in effect, also introduces negative correlation between sample values: k+IX can no longer fall into a given class interval if kx has filled the latter.
(c) Use of pseudo-random samples Instead of constructing and possibly recording stratified and/or correlated samples for Monte-Carlo computations, we may utilize special properties of pseudo-random-noise sequences. In particular, the shift-register states of a maximal-length shift-register generator 12 with r stages correspond to the rdigit binary numbers between (and not including) 0 and 2r -1, and one shift-register-sequence period produces each of these numbers exactly once. At least for low-dimensional random inputs, shift-register pseudo-random-noise generators can thus supply uniformly distributed stratified (and correlated) samples if we sample over an integral number of shift-register periods; more general distributions can be obtained with the aid of function generators. 41 (d) Use of a priori information: Importance sampling As a matter of principle, Monte-Carlo computations often can and should be simplified through judicious application of partial a priori knowledge of results.'-'7 As a case in point, importance-sampling techniques attempt to estimate an integral (12) by a sample average f(y)/g(y), where y is a random variable with probability density
The estimate is easily seen to be unbiased. The function g(y) is chosen so that '-.AJ is small, subject to the constraint I p~(y) dy=1. In -&dquo;0 particular, g(y) = f(y)/I would reduce the variance (23) to zero, but this would require knowledge of the unknown quantity I. Importance sampling permits us to &dquo;concentrate&dquo; sampling near values of y of special interest, e.g., where f(y) varies rapidly. SOME INTERESTING APPLICATIONS . 6. Hybrid-computer Monte-Carlo solution of partial differential equations Some of the earliest investigators of the Monte-Carlo method21,24 have suggested its application to generalized Dirichlet problems requiring the solution of a quasi-linear partial differential equation for the unknown function u(x,y) inside a simple closed contour C of the xy plane, where u(x, y) is given, bounded, single-valued, and piecewise continuous on the boundary C. A special case is the Dirichlet boundary-value problem for the familiar Laplace equation
In this case, a1 = a2 = 1, K1 -K2 -0.
A derivation rather too elaborate for inclusion here21,24,2a shows that the random walk generated by the solutions x(t), y(t) of the stochastic equations of motion with starting values x(0) =xo, y(0) = y~ and independent white-Gaussian-noise forcing functions X(t), Y(t) with zero mean and power spectral densities respectively proportional to all az will cross the boundary C at random points (xc, y c) such that Hence, the sample average u(x,, yr) over a suitable number n of random walks is an unbiased estimate for the desired solution u(xo, Yû) at (x,, Yo)' Simple convergence conditions were derived by Petrowsky.28
Chuang, Kazda, and Windeknech t28 were the first to employ this theorem for analog/hybrid-computer solution of partial differential equations. They solved the ordinary differential equations (26) on a conventional &dquo;slow&dquo; analog computer with tape-recorded random-noise inputs and applied x(t), y(t) to the horizontal and vertical plates of an oscilloscope. To demonstrate the feasibility of the Monte-Carlo method, they restricted themselves to boundary functions u(xc' Yr) constant and equal to 100 on a continuous portion C, of the boundary C and equal to 0 on the remaining boundary. Boundary crossings of the oscilloscope beam marking the point (x, y) were detected by an arrangement of masks and photocells associated with C and Cl, and Ef u(xc' Yc)} could be estimated simply by 100 times the fraction of boundary crossings taking place across Cl' as determined by a decimal counter. Computer and noise source limited computing speed to about one random walk per second; solution errors for samples of 300 to 2,200 runs were of the order of a few percent and were ascribed mainly to statistical fluctuations. in modern analog/hybrid computers, accurate and convenient combinations of function generators, analog comparators, and digital logic replace the cumbersome photocell circuits used to detect boundary crossings, and complicated boundary functions can be generated and averaged digitally (figure 5). More significantly, ASTRAC 11-type iterative differential analyzers can perform the 500 to 2,000 complete Figure 5 -Hybrid-computer solution of the Dirichlet problem, for Laplace's differential equation a2UIaX2 + o:!uloy2 = 0. Integrators 1 and 2 solve the stochastic equations of motion dx/dt = X(t), dyldt = Y(t) with independent Gaussian white noise inputs X(t), Y(t). The comparator-actuated flip-flop samples x(t), y(t) and resets the integrators when the point (x,y) crosses the boundary C defined by f(x,y) z 0. The boundary function U(xc,yc) of the track-hold outputs xe, yc is computed by analog or digital circuits and is averaged, preferably digitally, to produce the solution estimates u(xo,yo). The boundary could also be defined in the form which would be implemented with two comparators and patched logic. random walks required for each solution point within one to three seconds; it is this fact which may make the hybrid-computer Monte-Carlo method competitive with other methods of solving partial differential equations. The Monte-Carlo method, still largely unexplored because of insufficient computing speeds with earlier equipment, offers a number of intriguing possibilities:
1. Unlike other solution methods, the Monte-Carlo method permits us to compute the solution u(x, y) only at specific desired points (x, y) of interest.
2. Computer setups such as those in figure 5 are easily generalized to apply to three-dimensional problems. Relatively little additional equipment is required, while conventional methods of solving partial differential equations would become radically more complicated.
3. After the solution is computed for a number of points, it is often possible to simplify computation of the solution at a point (x, y) by averaging over solution values u(x, y) computed earlier for surrounding points. In particular, the solution u(x,y) of Laplace's equation equals the average of solution values over any circle centered at x, y.25 4. Solution time can be reduced through sequential estimation (section 3) and by the variancereducing techniques of section 5. In particular, shift-register noise generators can generate successive negatively correlated random walks for variance reduction. The shift-register can, for instance, be reset to produce each pseudorandom-noise sequence twice 12,4' and we can invert one sequence of each pair to introduce negative correlation between them.
Finally, the application of Monte-Carlo methods to more general classes of partial differential equa-tions25.28 and more general random forcing functions presents a fascinating field for future research. At least in principle, one sample of random walks starting at (xo, yo) defines the solution of the partial differential equation (24) at (XOl Yo) for all admissible boundary functions u(xc' Yc). If we divide the boundary C into small arcs centered at the boundary points (x~, y,), (x2, Y2)&dquo;'&dquo; (x~, Ym) and record the fractions hk of the total number of boundary crossings falling into the kt'' arc, then 7. Random-search methods for parameter optimization The most commonly used computer methods for determining the parameter values all a2&dquo;&dquo; which will optimize (minimize) a differentiable criterion function F(al, a2, ...) involve computation or measurement of the gradient components corresponding to each parameter at a trial point (a,, «2, ...). Each trial parameter value is then incremented by an amount proportional to the corresponding gradient component, so that the parameter point progresses in the direction of steepest descent (figure 6a); we usually decrease the step size as the minimum is approached. Gradient methods may fail to converge, or converge too slowly, if the criterionfunction &dquo;hill&dquo; has ridges, winding canyons, etc., or if the function F(al, «2, ...) is only piecewise differentiable or continuous. In such situations, one may turn to random-search methods which can, in addition, simplify the computation routines. A pure random search would simply compute the criterion function at a number of randomly chosen points («1, «2, ...) in parameter space and select the parameter point yielding the smallest value of F(al, «2, ...). This optimization technique, which does not utilize any known continuity properties of the criterion function, is sometimes employed to find starting values for other optimization methods, but it is essentially impractical by itself. Assume that we have N parameters «1, «2, ..., aN' each capable of varying between zero and 100 percent, and that we wish to locate a single minimum with only 10 percent accuracy. In this case, the probability of finding the desired minimum in a single trial is 10-N, and the probability of finding the minimum at least once in m independent trials is We are truly looking for a needle in an N-dimensional haystack; with the number N of parameters only as large as five or six, any realistic optimization method must utilize known properties of the criterion function F(aI' a2' ... , aK)' such as continuity and differentiability. Optimization by sequential random perturbations (creeping random search) permits multiparameter optimization with a minimum of control logic.30-34 Referring for simplicity to the twoparameter example of figure 6b, we start with a trial point (OaI,Oa2) and vary a,, a2 simultaneously by independent random positive or negative increments .1aI' 0«2 obtained from a noise generator. If F(aI' (2) is not improved, we try new random increments 0«,, o«., until an improvement is obtained; then we use (°0'] + 0«m °0'2 + 0«,,) as the next trial point (lO'l,1O'2)' With random perturbations distributed about zero with a small standard deviation (small step sizes), the iteration will surely converge whenever the gradient method does. Although convergence is slower, our random-perturbation scheme involves no exploration steps, varies all parameters simultaneously, and is not affected by ugly parameter-space terrain features, such as ridges and canyons.
&dquo;
Since unused perturbations 0«,, 0«2 must be stored and subtracted out, it appears best to restrict perturbation values to h, -h or to h, -h, and 0, where h is a suitably chosen step size; increment values can then be stored digitally, say, in flip-flops. A shift-register noise generator is, once again, an especially convenient source of binary random perturbations. Random perturbation optimization is especially suitable for very fast iterative differential analyzers like ASTRAC II (section 2), where it is conveniently implemented with hybrid analog-digital coefficientsetting circuits (simple D/A converters).37 The following relatively simple improvements have been shown to speed convergence at the expense of relatively little added digital logic: 1. A hybrid analog-digital parameter-setting circuit makes it easy to change the step size h as a . function of past failures or successes, or as a function of F.37 2. We can make, say, every 10th or 20th step a large one to detect secondary maxima or minima, or saddle pOlnts.34,37 3. We can correlate successive random perturbations, i.e., we can make perturbations in the direction of the last success more likely than perturbations in the directions of past failures.37
Rastrigin36 has shown that even with randomly-directed perturbations in an N-dimensional parameter space, the expected rate of progress in the gradient direction exceeds that of a simple gradient method employing N gradient-determining steps followed by a working step, provided that N > 4. Rastrigin's result is not conclusive, because both gradient and random-perturbation methods are usually modified by various step-size changing strategies and other maneuvers.39 His result is, however, suggestive if one considers the relative simplicity of the sequentialperturbation method.
Note on Pre-Averaging W. Giloi* has suggested that, in view of confidence-interval estimation on the basis of equation (1) does not require actual implementation of the pre-averaging operation; one merely employs n/m -1 degrees of freedom instead of n -1 degrees of freedom for the t distribution. This seems indeed justified, provided that n/m is large enough. 
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